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Chapter 1 
Introduction 
The problem of signal enhancement appears in a wide range of fields such as seismic ex-
ploration, underwater communication, and speech processing. Often, signal enhancement 
algorithms must track nonstationary signals or environments adaptively. To improve en-
hancement, many of these algorithms use multiple sensors for their measurements. In most 
of these algorithms, one sensor primarily measures the desired signal, with some noise cor-
ruption. The other sensor measures the noise, possibly coupled with some of the desired 
signal. These are referred to as the primary and secondary sensors, respectively. 
The Least Mean Squares (LMS) algorithm, briefly mentioned in [Widrow 75] and de-
scribed in detail in [Widrow 85], is one of the better-known two-sensor signal enhancement 
algorithms. This algorithm possesses the desirable feature that it can be run causally, i.e., 
the desired signal at some time n0 can be estimated using only the data up to time n0 . If 
sufficient computational power is available, the algorithm can run in real time. The LMS 
algorithm uses the asymmetric system model shown in Figure 1-1. As can be seen in Figure 
1-1 , the LMS algorithm assumes the desired signal is not coupled to the secondary sensor. 
The primary sensor measures the desired signal plus the output of some linear filter A ap-
plied to the noise. The algorithm assumes the noise is white, Gaussian, and independent 
of the desired signal, and that the linear filter A is a finite impulse response (FIR) filter. 
The equations for estimating s[n] and the impulse response of the filter A can be written 
in a recursive form, so they are easily updated as each new measurement is received from 
the sensors. When applied to real data, the LMS algorithm generally performs well, but 
sometimes introduces a reverbration distortion. The presence of the desired signal s[n] in 
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Figure 1-1: Asymmetric System Model Used by Widrow and Stearns 
the secondary sensor z2[n] may cause this distortion. 
Algorithms based on more extensive models exist. Feder et al. proposed a two-sensor 
signal-enhancement algorithm based on the Estimate-Maximize (EM) algorithm in [TR 532] 
and [Feder 89]. This algorithm used the symmetric system model shown in Figure 1-2. This 
model modifies the model shown in Figure 1-1 by adding another linear filter coupling the 
desired signal into the secondary sensor. These two linear filters A and B , or coupling 
filters as they will be referred to in this thesis, are assumed to be FIR filters, with orders q 
and r, respectively. This means they can be uniquely specified by their impulse responses 
a[O], ... , a[q] and b[O], ... , b[r]. This model also introduces two additional noise sources, 
el[n] and e2[n]. These low-level, white, Gaussian signals are required by the algorithm for 
numerical reasons, but also have an intuitively appealing interpretation as sensor noise. The 
variances of e1[n] and e2[n] are 91 and 92, respectively, and much smaller than the variance 
of w[n], 9w· The algorithm presented in [TR 532] assumes that the desired signal s[n] can 
be modeled as a pth_order autoregressive signal, i.e., any sample can be represented by the 
following equation: 
p 
s[n] = - 2: a[k]s[n- k] + ..;g; · u_,[n], (1.1) 
k=l 
where u_,[n] is an independent, unit-variance, Gaussian, white noise process, and 
a:[1], ... , a:[p] are the autoregressive (AR) parameters of the signal. 
This algorithm utilizes the EM algorithm to solve the signal enhancement problem. 
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Figure 1-2: Symmetric Model used by Feder et al. 
The EM algorithm, described in its general form in [Dempster 77), is an iterative parameter 
estimation algorithm which alternates between two steps. In the Estimate or E-step, the goal 
is to compute the log-likelihood function of the observed data given the current parameter 
estimate and observations. In the Maximize or M-step, a new parameter estimate is made 
which maximizes the log-likelihood function from the E-step. The algorithm then returns 
to the E-step using this new parameter estimate. It can be shown that estimating then 
maximizing the expectation of the log-likelihood function of some complete but unobservable 
data is a sufficient condition for maximizing the likelihood of the observed data under 
appropriate conditions. This strategy will be covered in more detail in Chapter 2 of this 
thesis. The complete data can be related to the observed or "incomplete" data though a 
noninvertible transformation. For the algorithm given in [TR 532) , the E-step estimates the 
current signal value as an intermediate step. This estimate is actually the goal of a signal 
enhancement algorithm, and the parameter estimates are of only secondary interest. 
The algorithm given in [TR 532) uses a noncausal, block approach. Successive itera-
tions are made on a block of data using a Wiener smoother to obtain state estimates. An 
estimated log-likelihood function is calculated from these estimates. Finally the parame-
ter estimates are updated to maximize this estimated log-likelihood function. According 
to results presented in [TR 532), this performed favorably when compared with the LMS 
algorithm using data constructed using the system model of Figure 1-2. Unlike the LMS 
algorithm, the signal enhancement algorithm described in [TR 532) is inherently noncausal 
9 
due to the use of a Wiener smoother. 
In (TR 560), Weinstein et al. describe a causal, time-domain EM algorithm for signal-
enhancement for single and multi-sensor systems. While still assuming the system model 
shown in Figure 1-2 and described above, this algorithm replaces the block frequency-
domain Wiener smoother with a time-domain Kalman smoother. Then, by changing this 
Kalman smoother to a Kalman filter, and replacing iteration indices with time indices, the 
algorithm was converted to a causal, sequential form. However, no convergence proofs exist 
for the causal form of the algorithm. 
The matrices governing the state-space model of the Kalman filter are sparse, and 
(TR 560} gives a formulation of the Kalman filter exploiting this sparseness to obtain greater 
computational efficiency. In addition, an alternative M-step is given based on a maximiza-
tion strategy utilizing the gradient of the expected value of the log-likelihood function of 
the complete data. This M-step converges to at least a local, if not global, maximum of the 
expectation of the log-likelihood function. 
Chapter 2 of this thesis reviews the derivation of the algorithm given m (TR 560). 
Empirical evidence that this algorithm works on simulated data fitting the model is given in 
Chapter 3. Chapter 4 presents a comparison of the performance of the causal algorithm of 
[TR 560) with the noncausal algorithm of [TR 532} using speech in simulated room acoustics . 
Chapter 5 examines the performance of the algorithm using the computationally simpler 
gradient-based M-step described in [TR 560]. Finally, Chapter 6 reviews the essential results 
presented in the thesis, and suggests further topics of investigation based on the work 
described here. 
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Chapter 2 
The EM Algorithm and the 
Two-Sensor Model 
In this chapter we first review the Estimate-Maximize (EM) Algorithm in general, and 
then apply the algorithm to the two-sensor model illustrated in Figure 1.2. This chapter 
also presents the derivation of the gradient-based parameter estimation step. The material 
presented in this chapter is based largely on the derivations appearing in (TR 560]. 
2.1 The EM Algorithm 
The general formulation of the EM algorithm was presented in [Dempster 77]. The EM 
algorithm iterates between tw? steps to converge on a maximum likelihood estimate of an 
unknown parameter vector using the notion of "complete" and "incomplete" data sets. The 
observations constitute the incomplete data set, which can be obtained from the complete 
data set with a noninvertible mapping. In the E-step, the log-likelihood function is calcu-
lated for the observed incomplete data. Then, in the M-step, an estimate is obtained for 
the parameter vector 0 by maximizing the log-likelihood function found in the E-step with 
respect to 0. It can be shown that maximizing the more conveniently calculated expectation 
of the complete data ensures finding a parameter estimate which is at least a local, if not 
a global, maximum of the log-likelihood function of the observations. This allows both the 
E-step and M-step to concern themselves with only the expected value of the log-likelihood 
function of the complete data. 
To be more precise, let z represent the incomplete data, or observations, and let y 
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be the unobservable but complete data. These quantities are related by a non-invertible 
transformation z = H(y). Thus, some region n .. of the sample space of Y maps to a 
given value of z . The probability density functions of the complete and incomplete data 
indexed on the parameter vector 8 are represented by Jy(y; 8) and fz(z; 8), respectively. 
The index 8 also has an appealing interpretation as parameterizing the transformation 
H(·). This interpretation will prove useful in applying the EM algorithm to the' signal 
enhancement problem later in this chapter. In the E-step, log fz(z; 8) is calculated using 
the current parameter estimate and observations. Then, in the M-step, the maximum 
lik-elihood estimate of the parameter vector OML is found using 
OML = argmaxlogfz(z; 8). 
oee 
(2.1 ) 
To get an expression for log fz( z; 8) for the E-step, first consider the probability density 
function (p.d.f.) for y. This p.d.f. can be written as 
fy(y; 8) = Jy,z(yiz; 8)fz(z; 8) (2.2) 
using Bayes' Rule. Taking the logarithm of both sides of Eq. (2.2) gives 
log fy(y; 8) =log fYIZ(Yiz; 8) +log fz(z; 8), (2.3) 
where log( ·) refers to the natural logarithm function, i.e., logarithm base e. Solving Eq. 
(2.3) for the log of the p.d.f. of the observations z yields 
log fz(z; 8) =log fy(y; 8) - log Jy,z(yiz; 8). (2.4) 
Since y is unobservable, the actual values of fy(y; 8) or fYIZ(Yiz; 8) are not known. 
However, an appropriate choice for the complete data allows computation of the expectation 
of these unknown quantities using some specific value of the parameter vector 8 = 8'. 
Multiplying Eq. (2.4) by Jy,z(yiz; 8'), then integrating over Y gives 
j log fz(z; 8)fYIZ(Yiz; O')dY = j log fy(y; 8)fYIZ(Yiz; O')dY 
- j log fylz(yiz; 8)fYIZ(Yiz; O')dY. (2.5) 
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This integral leaves the left-hand side of Eq. (2.5) unaltered. The first term on the right-
hand side becomes the expectation at 9 = 9' of log fy (y ; 9) given z , which will be written as 
E8, {log fy(y; 9)iz }. Similarly, the second term on that side becomes E1dlog fy lz (yiz ; 9)iz } . 
For notational convenience, let 
Q(9, 9') = E11'{log fy(y ; 9)iz} (2.6) 
and 
(2.7) 
so Eq. (2.5) can be rewritten as 
log fz(z; 9) = Q(9, 9')- P(9, 9'). (2.8) 
TheM-step seeks to maximize this quantity by choosing 9 at each iteration such that it 
increases the Q(9, 9' ) term while guaranteeing the P(9, 9' ) term does not increase. Choosing 
9 at each iteration to maximize Q(9, 9') will always increase log fz(z; 9), since Jensen's 
inequality guarantees any 9 :f. 91 cannot increase P(9, 9' ) 1 This means the E-step only 
needs to compute Q(9, 9'), as the M-step can maximize log fz (z; 9) without considering the 
P(9, 9') term. A proof that this algorithm converges to the maximum likelihood estimate 
of 9 for "well-behaved" problems is given in Appendix A of [TR 532] . 
To summarize, the algorithm alternates between the E-step and M-step. At each it-
eration, the E-step computes an estimate of Q(9,0(l)), where (j(t) is the estimate of the 
h · · Th h · ~9(l+ll · h parameter vector at t e current IteratiOn. en, t e parameter estimate IS c osen to 
be the value of 9 maximizing Q(9,0(l)). 
1 Jensen's inequality states that when f( x) and g(x) are probability density functions 
j f (x) Iogf(x)dx ~ j f(x)Iogg(x)dx. 
Letting /{z ) = fyiz (Yiz;8') and g(z) = fYIZ(Yiz ;8) gives 
E6' {Iogfylz(ylz;8')1z } ~ E6' {Iogfylz(Yiz; 8)lz } , 
or 
P(8' , 8') ~ P(8 , 8' ). 
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2.2 The EM Algorithm and the Two-Sensor Enhancement 
Problem 
This section applies the EM algorithm described in the preceding section to the signal 
enhancement problem using the model shown in Figure 1-2 and the assumptions described 
in the previous chapter. This approach yields a set of equations describing the sequential 
time-domain EM algorithm for signal-enhancement. 
2.2.1 Problem Formulation 
The EM Algorithm uses the concept of a set of incomplete observations derived from some 
complete data set. Based on Figure 1-2, the complete and incomplete data are specified as 
z = {z1[n], z2[n]; n = 1, ... , N} (2.9) 
and 
s 
y= w (2.10) 
z 
where s and w are defined as 
s = {s[n];n = -r + 1, . .. ,N} (2.11) 
w = {w[n];n= -q+ 1, .. . ,N} . (2.12) 
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The parameter vector 8 is defined as 
8= 
where 
a = 
a = 
and 
b = 
a 
a 
b 
9s 
9w 
91 
92 
a[p) 
a[p- 1] 
a(1] 
a[qJ 
a[q- 1] 
a[O] 
b[rJ 
b[r- 1] 
b(O) 
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(2.13) 
(2.14) 
(2.15) 
(2.16) 
Finally, the transformation from the complete to the incomplete data, i.e., z = H (y) is, 
parameterized by 6. These equations can be written using Figure 1-2: 
q 
zt[n] = s[n] + et[n) + L a[k]w[n- k] (2.17) 
k:;;O 
T 
z2[n] = w[n] + e2[n] + L b[k]s[n- k]. (2.18) 
k:;;O 
Eqs. (1.1), (2.17) , and (2.18) can be rewritten in vector form using the definitions of a, 
a, and b from Eqs. (2.14) through (2.16): 
where 
and 
2.2.2 The E-step 
zt[n] s[n] + et[n] +aT wq[n] 
z2[n] = w[n] + e2[n] + b T sr[n] 
s[n] = -aT Sp-t[n-1] + ..;g; · u,[n], 
s[n - r] 
s[n-r+1] 
s[n] 
w[n- q] 
w[n-q+1] 
w[n] 
(2.19) 
(2.20) 
(2.21) 
(2.22) 
(2.23) 
The goal of the E-step is to calculate an expression for Q ( 6 , 0( l)). From the choice of 
complete and incomplete data in the previous section, it is straightforward to derive an 
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expression for the expectation of the log-likelihood function of the complete data. To begin, 
the p.d.f. of y can rewritten using conditioning as 
fy(y;8) = !s(s;8) · fw(w; _8) · fzis.w(zis,w;8) (2.24) 
since s[n] and w[n] are assumed to be statistically independent. Taking the logarithm of 
both sides of Eq. (2.24) yields 
log fy(y; 8) =log !s(s; 8) +log !w(w; 8) +log fzis.w(zis, w; 8). (2 .25) 
To estimate log fy(y; 8), more detailed expressions are needed for each term on the 
right-hand side of Eq. (2.25). Using successive conditioning on the first term gives 
log fs( s; 8) = log fs(sr[O]; 8) +log fs(s[1Jisr[O]; 8) +· ·· +log fs(s[NJis[N -1]; 8) 
N 1 N 
= 1ogfs(sr[O]; 8)- -log21rg.,-- L(s[k] +aT Sp-t[k-1])2. (2.26) 
2 2g., k=l 
Using the same strategy on the other terms gives the following expressions for log fw ( w; 8) 
and log fziS,w(zis, w; 8): 
N 1 N 
log fw(w; 8) =log fw(wq[O]; 8)- -log27r9w-- L w 2 [k ] (2.27) 
2 2gw k=l 
N 1 N N 1 N 
1ogfzis.w(zis,w;8) = --log21rg1 -- L:: e~[k]- 2 1og21r92- 2 L::e~[k]. (2.28) 2 2gl k=l 92 k=l 
The vector equations for the sensors from Eqs. (2.19) and (2.20) allow e1[n] and e2[n] 
to be rewritten as 
e1[n] = zt[n]- s[n] - aT wq[n] 
e2[n] z2[n] - w[n] - b T sr[n]. 
17 
(2.29) 
(2.30) 
Substituting these expressions into Eq. (2.28) gives 
log fzls,w(zis, w; 8) 
N 
N 1 "" T 2 
= -2log 21r91- -2 L.)zt[k]- s[k]- a wq[k]) 91 k=l 
N 
N 1 "" T 2 
- 2log21r92- -2 L..J(z2[k]- w[k]- b sr [k]) . 92 k=l 
(2.31) 
Note that several of the terms in Eqs. (2.26), (2.27), and (2.31) are independent of the 
choice of parameter values, i.e., the log 21r term from several of the equations can combined 
into one constant. Assuming that the number of observations far exceeds the filter orders 
for A and B, i.e., N ~ q and r, the initial condition terms in Eqs. (2.26) and (2.27) can be 
ignored. Making these assumptions, then substituting Eqs. (2.26), (2.27) , and (2.31) into 
Eq. (2.25) yields 
log Jy(y; 8) 
N 
N 1 "" T 2 = C- 2logg3- -2 L.J(s[k] +a sp_1 [k-1]) 93 k=l 
N 1 N 
- -log9w-- 2:: w2[k] 
2 29w k=l 
N 
N 1 "" T 2 
- -log91-- L.J(z1[k]- s[k]- a wq[k]) 
2 2gl k=l 
N 
- N log92- - 1 l::(z2[k]- w(k]- b T sr [k])2. 
2 2g2 k=l 
(2.32) 
Because the values of s[n] and w[n] are unknown, expectations must be taken on both 
sides of Eq. (2.32). These expectation are taken using the current estimate of 8 and the 
observations. This yields the following equation: 
18 
N 1N ~(l) 
= C- 2logg.,- -
2 
L (s2[kj(l) + 2a T sp_1[k-1] s[kJ 
g., k=l 
-----------(l) 
+aT sp_1[k-1] sJ_dk-1] a) 
N 
N 1 ""-(l) 
- -loggw-- L...J w 2 [k] 
2 2gw k=l 
N 1 N ~ 
- -loggl-- L (zf[k] - 2S(ll[k]z1[k] + s2 (l)[k] 
2 2gl k=l 
(l) ~(l) 
- 2a T w9 [k] z1[k] + 2a T w 9[k]s[kJ 
where the notation f)(t) denotes Eg(t) {-lz }, and Cis the combination of the terms indepen-
dent of 8. Besides the elements of 8, this equation only requires estimates of the signal and 
corrupting noise, plus outer products of these quantities. So, Q( 8, O(t)) can be estimated 
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from the state vector x[n], defined as 
x[n] = [ sr[n] l 
wq[n] 
s[n- r] 
s[n-r+1] 
s[n] 
w[n- q] 
w[n-q+1] 
w[n] 
(2.34) 
Ultimately, the algorithm needs to be converted to a causal, time-domain, adaptive 
form. For now, it will be useful to find the estimates of the state vector using a non causal 
Kalman smoother. The process of converting the algorithm into a causal, sequential form 
will be discussed in a later section of this chapter. 
2.2.3 State-Space Formulation and Kalman Smoother Equations 
This section describes the formulation of the state-space propagation equations as presented 
in [Gelb 74] and [Anderson 79] for the state vector x[n] and the Kalman smoother equations 
for estimating x[n]. Eqs. (2.19), (2.20), and (2.21) can be written as state-space equations: 
x[n] = <P:z:[n-1] + Gu[n] 
z[n] H x[n] + e[n], 
where the state vector x[n] is defined in Eq. (2.34), and 
z[n] 
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(2.35) 
(2.36) 
(2.37) 
u[n] [ u,[n) l (2.38) = 
Uw[n] 
e[n] [ e1[n) l (2.39) = 
e2[n] 
(r + 1) 
1 
.0. vk l [ 0 . .. 0 0 aT = ..;g; (2.40) 
0 ... 
i 
[ b~r) 
(r+q+2) 
a~O) l .. . 0 1 a[q] a[q- 1] H = (2.41) 
b[r- 1] b(O] 0 ... 0 
and 
~~[*l· (2.42) 
where 
0 1 0 0 
(2.43) 
0 
0 1 
· · · 0 -a(p) -a[p- 1] -a[1] 
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and 
0 1 0 ...... 0 
4lw = (2.44) 
0 
0 1 
0 ... ... .. . 0 
Also, R is the 2 x 2 covariance matrix of e[n]: 
R= 
[ 
901 (2.45) 
In addition, the expectations of the state and its covariance are represented as 
(l) 
1Lnik = Eg(ll { a:[n]lz[1], z[2], . . . , z[k]} (2.46) 
p('-) 
nik Ej<t) {[a:[n] - JL~~~][a:[n] - JL~~~]Tiz[1], z[2], ... , z [k]} 
= Eg(t) {a: [n]a: T[ n]l z[1], z[2], ... , z[ k ]} - JL~~~JL~~~ T. (2.47) 
In terms of this notation, the estimates of the state vector and its outer product at the 
eth iteration are 
x('-)[n]= ES<t> {a:[n]lz} = JL~~~ (2.48) 
----,:--(l) T (l) (l) T (l) 
a:[n]a: [n] = Ej{l){a:[n]a: [n]lz} = JLniNJLniN + PniN ' (2.49) 
In writing the Kalman smoother equations, let ( · )<'-) denote the state-space propagation 
matrix written using iW) , the estimate of the parameter vector at the eth iteration. 
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Propagation Equations 
For n = 1,2, . .. ,N, 
( l) 
J..l.nln-1 
p(l) = 
nln-1 
Updating Equations 
For n = 1, 2, ... , N, 
{l) 
J.Lnln 
p(l) 
nln 
cp ( l) J..l.n-1ln-1 
cp{l) p(l) cp{l) T + G{l)G{l) T. 
n-lln-1 
, (t) + K<t>[z[n] - n<t> ,(t) ] 
rnln-1 n r nln-1 
[1 _ K<t> n<t>J p<t> 
n nln-1' 
where I is the identity matrix, and J(~l) is the Kalman gain: 
K<t> = p<t> n<t> T [n<t> p<t> n<t> T + R<t>] -1 
n nln-1 nln-1 
Smoothing Equations 
For n = N, N - 1, ... , 1, 
where 
(l) 
J..l.n-1IN 
p(l) 
n-1IN 
(l) (l) [ (l) (l) (i) 
J..l.n-1 ln-1 + S,_1 J.LniN - cp J..l.n-l ln-1] 
p<t> + s<t> [P<t> _ p<t> ]s<t> T 
n-1ln-1 n-1 niN nln-1 n-1 ' 
S(l) A p(l) cp(l} T p(l}-1 
n-1 - n-lln-1 nln-1" 
{2.50) 
{2.51) 
{2.52) 
{2.53) 
(2 .54) 
{2.55) 
{2.56) 
(2.57) 
These equations give the time-domain noncausal implementation of the E-step. After 
also obtaining a noncausal, time-domain formulation for the M-step, both steps will be 
converted to a causal, sequential form. 
2.2.4 TheM-step 
The M-step solves for the value of the parameter vector which maximizes the estimated 
log-likelihood function for the complete data calculated in the E-step. As noted earlier, it 
can be shown that maximizing this function will also maximize the log-likelihood function 
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of the observed incomplete data under the appropriate conditions. Maximizing the value 
of an expression with respect to a parameter is accomplished by finding the gradient of the 
expression with regard to the parameter in question, setting this new expression equal to 
zero, then solving the resulting equation for the parameter in question. This is especially 
simple in Eq. (2.33) since any element of 9 appears in only one line of the equation, so 
maximizing Q(O, O(l)) with respect to any specific parameter reduces to maximizing one 
line with respect to that parameter. Solving first for a, a, and b, then substituting these 
expressions into the solutions for 9w, 91 , and 92 yields nice expressions for the estimates 
of the variances. Using this strategy to solve for the estimates of the parameters at the 
( l + l)st iteration gives 
(2.58) 
(2.59) 
N ----(l) N (l) [ l-1 t; s,[k]s;'lkJ t; [:ol'l[k]z,[k] -~ ] (2.60) 
(2.61) 
-----------{l) ) +a(l+1)T Sp_ 1 [k - 1Js;_Jk- 1) a(l+l) 
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~(l+l) 
9t 
+a(l+l)T Wq[k]w;[k] a(l+l) -----(l) ) 
= _!_ £: ( zi[k] - 2w(l)[k]z2 [k] + ~(t)(k] 
N k=1 
(2.62) 
(2 .63) 
Substituting Eqs. (2.58), (2.59), and (2 .60) into Eqs. (2 .61), (2 .62), and (2 .63), respec-
tively, then factoring out the transposed values of the estimates of a, a, and b gives 
(2.64) 
§i (l+l) 
(2 .66) 
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Finally, the estimate of the variance of the corrupting noise is 
(2.67) 
2.2.5 Gradient-Based Parameter Estimation 
The previous section presented solutions for the exact values of the parameters which max-
imized the estimated log-likelihood function given in Eq. (2.33) . Rather than precisely 
solving for the exact parameter value that maximizes this function at each iteration, an 
alternative maximization strategy would be to take a step in the direction of the gradient of 
the estimated log-likelihood function. In order to find the new estimate of a parameter, the 
gradient of the estimated log-likelihood function with respect to the parameter of interest 
must be calculated, then this function is evaluated at the current value of the parameter 
estimate. The new parameter value is then found by starting at the old estimate and taking 
a small step in the direction of the evaluated gradient. This algorithm can be expressed by 
the following equation: 
~l+l) = ~t) + 6 . . ]_. (a log fz(z; 6)) 
t t I N an ' 
ui o=iU> 
(2.68) 
where 6i is the step size for the ith component of 6 and N is the number of samples in the 
observation interval. So long as the parameters are either stationary or quasi-stationary, 
and the step size is sufficiently small, this algorithm will converge to at least a local, if 
not global, maximum of the estimated log-likelihood surface. Obviously, this only gives 
parameter estimates as good as the estimate of the log-likelihood function. However, this 
was also the case in the M-step examined in the previous section, where the equations 
obtained precisely solved the maximization problem for the estimated log-likelihood surface. 
The equations for parameter estimation using the gradient strategy are much simpler 
than those for the precise solution presented in the previous section. Specifically, the 
gradient-based method does not require any matrix inverses. This savings can be sig-
nificant, particularly when the filters used in the model are large. The tradeoff between 
computation and performance for the two parameter estimation strategies is an important 
issue to be considered, and will be examined in Chapter 5. 
The derivation of the gradient-based algorithm begins by taking the gradient of 
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log fz(z; 0). Using Eq. (2.8), the gradient of log fz(z; 0) can be expressed as the difference 
between the gradient of Q(O,iW>) and that of P(O,O(l)). Jensen's inequality guarantees 
that P( 0, O(l)) has its maximum at 0 = O(l), so the gradient of P( 0, O(l) ) will be zero when 
evaluated at 0 = o(l). Eliminating this term leaves 
(2.69) 
The definition of Q(O, O(l) ) in Eq. (2.6) allows this to rewritten as 
[ a ~(l) ] _ a . . -ao Q(O,O ) • - ao E8<t>{1ogfy(y, O)Iz} .. i 8=8Ul i 8=8(t) (2. 70) 
Using the Fisher Identity, Eq. (2.70) can be written in the following more computationally 
tractable form: 
[ a ~(l) ] _ _ { a . } -ao Q(O,O ) • - E8<t> -ao logfy(y, O)Iz .. i 8=8( l ) i 8=8( l ) (2.71) 
The gradient of the complete data with respect to the various elements of 0 can be 
derived from Eq. (2 .32): 
a 
aa log fy(y; 0) = _ _!_ £: (s[kJs;_1[k- 1] +aT sp_1[k- 1Js;_1[k- 1]) 
9:J k=l 
(2.72) 
a 
-a log Jy (y; O) 
9:J 
= - 2N + 2\ t (s2[k) + 2o: T Sp_t(k-1)s(k) 9:J 9/J k=l 
+ 0: T Sp-t[k- 1)s;_1 [k- 1)o:) (2.73) 
a a log fy(y; 8) = 9w 
N 1 N 
-- + -2 L w2[k] 
29w 29w k=l 
(2.74) 
a 
aa log fy(y; 0) = _!_ f: (zt[k]w;[k]- s[k]w;[k]- aT wq [k]w;[k]) (2.75) 
91 k=I 
a a log fy(y; 0) = 91 _!!_ + ~ t (zi[k]- 2zt[k]s[k] + s2[k]- 2a T wq[k]zt[k] 291 291 k=l 
+ 2a T wq[k]s[k] +aT wq[k]w;[k]a) (2.76) 
a 
ab log Jy (y; 0) 
1 N 
= - L ( z2[k]s~[k]- w[k]sr[k]T- b T sr [k]s;[kJ) (2.77) 
92 k=l 
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a N 1 N ( a log fy(y; 9) = -2 + 22 L z~[k]- 2z2[k]w[k] + w2[k]- 2b T sr[k]z2[k] 
92 92 92 k=1 
+ 2b T sr[k]w[k] + b T sr[k]s~[kJb). (2. 78) 
The gradient of the incomplete data is obtained by taking the expectation of Eqs. (2.72) 
through (2.78): 
a 
ao: 1ogfz(z;9) 
a ~1ogfz(z;9) 
U98 
a 
--g-logfz(z; 9) 9w 
a 
aa log fz(z; 9) 
a a log fz(z; 9) 
91 
a 
ab log fz(z; 9) 
a ~log fz( z; 9) 
U92 
1 N (--------- ------------) 
= -- L s[k]sJ_dk- 1] +a: T sp_I[k- 1]sJ_t[k- 1] 
9$ k=1 
(2.79) 
+aT~a) (2.80) 
= 
N 1 N-
-- + - 2 L w 2 [k] (2.81) 29w 29w k=1 
= 
1 N ------ ----
- L(zi[kJw;[k]- s[k]w;[k] -aT w 9 [k]w;[k]) (2.82) 
91 k=1 
= - 2N + 2\ t (zf[k]- 2zi[kJS1kJ + ,;2[k]- 2a T w9 [k]z1 [k) 91 91 k=1 
+2aT~+aT~a) (2.83) 
= ~ t (z2[k]s~[k]-~ T-bT~) (2.84) 
92 k= 1 
= -; + 2\ £= (z~[k)- 2z2[k)w[k) + ~[k)- 2b Tsr[k)z2[kJ 92 92 k=1 
+2bT~ +bT~b), (2.85) 
where f.) signifies E;{-lz} as in Eq. (2.33). 
As in the precise solution M-step, the only quantities needed to compute the gradients 
----are i[n) and :r[n):r T[n) . Plugging Eqs. (2.79) through (2.85) into Eq. (2 .68) gives the 
gradient-based M-step for parameter estimation: 
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&(l+l) 
= a<t> - !<~> . ~ f:c~<t> + ~a<t>) (2.86) 
93 k=l 
g~l+l) = (1 -~) 9\') + ~ · ~ ~(_;Wl[k]+2<i(t)T~(t) 
T--------------- ) + &(l) Sp-1[k - 1Js;_1[k - 1]&(l) (2.87) 
9!;+1) = ( 1 - Sw) g!;> + 8w . ]__ t ~ (l) [ k] (2.88) 
2 2 N k= t 
- N ------(i(l+1) 
= a<t> + ~~). ~ L:(w~t)[k]zt[k]- ~(t)- w9[k]wJ[k]a<t>) (2.89) 
91 k=1 
~(l+1) 
= ( 1- 81 ) 9ll) + 81 · ]__ t ( zi[k]- 2z1[ks'l)[k] + _;2(t)[k] 91 2 2 N k=1 
- 2a<t> T u,~t)[k]z1[k] + 2a<t> T ~(t) + a(l> T~ a<t>) (2.90) 
t;(l+I) ~ Sb 1 N ~(l) ----(l)~ 
= b(l) + ~(l) . N L: (s~l)[k]z2[k]- sr[k]w[k - Sr[kJsnkJ b) (2.91) 
92 k = l 
~(l+1) 
= ( 1- 82 ) g~t) + 82 · ]__ £: (z~[k]- 2z2 [k]w<t>[k] + ~(t)[k] 92 2 2 N k=1 
- 2b(l)T s~l)(k]z2[kj + 2b(l)T~(l) + b(t)T~b(l)), (2.92) 
where 83 = o3f(g3(t)) 2 , and 8w, 81, and 82 are all defined similarly. Note that this M-step 
can be used with exactly the same E-step described earlier, as the same state vector is still 
the only information needed for parameter estimation. 
2.2.6 The Sequential Form of the Algorithm 
The algorithm described thus far in this chapter has been an iterative, noncausal, time-
domain solution. This already differs from the algorithm given in [TR 532], which was a 
block solution implemented in the frequency-domain. This section presents a strategy to 
convert the noncausal, block, time-domain algorithm presented already in this chapter into 
a casual, sequential, time-domain algorithm. 
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The Sequential Form of the E-Step 
To make the E-step causal and recursive, the Kalman smoother used for state estimation 
is replaced by a Kalman filter . The equations for the Kalman filter are those given by 
the Propagation and Updating equations, Eqs. (2.50) through (2.54), but the Smoother 
equations are omitted. 
Propagation Equations 
For n = 1,2, ... ,N, 
(l) 
ILnln-1 
p(l) 
nln-1 
Updating Equations 
For n = 1, 2, ... , N, 
( l) 
1Lnln 
p(l) 
nln 
~(l) 1Ln-1ln-1 
~(l) p(l) ~(l) T + G(l)G(l) T • 
n-lln-1 
,(l) + J<(l)[z[n] - H(l) ,(l) ] ~""nln-1 n ~""n ln-1 
[I_ J<(l) H(t)] p(l) 
n nln-1' 
where I is the identity matrix, and I<it) is the Kalman gain 
J<(l) = p(l) H(l) T [H(l) p(l) H(l) T + R(l)] -1 
n nln-1 nln-1 
(2 .93) 
(2.94) 
(2.95) 
(2.96) 
(2 .97) 
The sparse form of the matrices in the Kalman state-space model, i.e., Eqs. (2 .35) 
and (2.36), can be exploited to obtain a more computationally efficient implementation of 
the Kalman filter. This efficient version is outlined below. Interested readers can find a 
derivation of these results in Appendix A of [TR 560]. 
First, J.Ln-11n-l is partitioned as 
[ 
J.£3 ]1 T + 1 
ILn-tln-1 = --
ILw 1 q + 1 J.L3 !t 
(2.98) 
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Then, IJ.p is defined as the lower p x 1 subvector of JL2 : 
(2.99) 
Next, Pn-11n-1 is partitioned as 
Prrlln-1 = [-:-~--+--:-:-:-] ~ ::: 
r+1 q+1 
Pu P12 P13 pl4 
p;r;_ p22 p23 p24 
(2.100) 
p1~ p2~ p33 p34 
pl~ p2~ p3~ p44 
- - - -1 r 1 q 
Several submatrices of P n-11n-1 also need to be partitioned out . Let r P be the right-most 
p columns of P22: 
and r pp be the bottom prows of r p: 
Ap is defined as the bottom p rows of P24 : 
I rv ] l r , 
+-----+ p 
q 
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(2.101) 
(2.102) 
(2.103) 
Finally, the filter impulse responses are partitioned as shown below: 
a (2. 104) 
b (2 .105) 
In the following equations, 8 will be understood to represent O[n] to eliminate notational 
clutter. Using the partitions given above, Eqs. (2.93) through (2.96) can be rewritten as: 
Propagation Equations 
For n = 1,2, ... , N, 
J.l-2 1 r 
-o: T J.Lp 1 1 
J.Lnin-1 (2.106) 
J.l-4 1 q 
0 1 1 
p22 - rpo: p24 0 
-(r po:) T o: Tr ppo: + g3 -o:TA 0 p 
(2.107) 
p2~ -A To: p p44 0 
0 0 0 9w 
+-------+ 
r q 1 
Updating Equations 
For n = 1, 2, ... , N, 
(2.108) 
(2.109) 
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The Kalman gain, Kn, is defined as 
where 
-rpa + P24a1 p22 bl - r pa . bo 
a Trppa + g$- aT Apal -a TrJ b1 + bo( a Tr ppa + g$ ) 
-AJ a+ P44a1 P2~ b1 - AJ a · bo 
ao · 9w 9w 
1 
and Fn is the 2 x 2 symmetric matrix 
_ [ /n /12] Fn- , 
ft2 h2 
where 
/n 
b"[ P22b1- 2bo · b"[rPa + b6(a TrPPa + g$) + 9w + 92 
a[ Pi'.tb1- bo ·a"[ AJ a- b"[r pa + bo(a Tr ppa + g$ ) + ao9w· 
The Sequential Form of the Exact Solution M-step 
(2.110) 
(2.111) 
(2.112) 
(2.113) 
(2.114) 
(2.115) 
The strategy for converting the M-step to a casual, sequential form is to replace iteration 
indices with time indices. Specifically, the estimates of quantities at the e th iteration are 
replaced with estimates of the same quantity given the observations up to the current 
time n. Thus, all expressions of the form f)(t) become {)jz(l], z (2], ... , z[n]. In addition, 
the summations over the entire data set are restricted to be causal summations up to the 
current time, and a geometric weighting factor is also introduced into the sums. Setting this 
factor to be close to , but less than, one, should improve the adaptive characteristic of the 
algorithm. This discounts older data and weights recent data more highly, so the algorithm 
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should track changes in the data more quickly than if all data was equally weighted. Whlle 
these changes are all intuitively reasonable, they cannot be justified theoretically. No proof 
of convergence exists for the causal, sequential form of the algorithm. Chapter 3 of this 
thesis presents an experiment that provides empirical evidence that this strategy yields a 
useful causal algorithm for signal enhancement. 
In the equations describing the sequential form of the exact solution M-step below, the 
notation (·)[kll) will denote the estimate of the quantity at time k given the observations 
up to time l: 
[ 
n --------------l-1 ci[n + 1) = - 2::: ,:-k sp_I[k - 1lk]s;_1[k- 1lk] 
k=1 
[t,1:-·~] (2.116) 
9w[n + 1] = (2.118) 
a{n+lJ = [t,1:-·~r t,1:-•[w,[klkJzl[kJ 
-~] (2.119) 
9I[n + 1] = n 1 n-k (t 1:- k [zi[k] - 2s[kik]z1[k] + ;2[k ik] ] 
Lk=l fa k=l 
- ii T[ n + I] E 1:-• [ W,[klk]zl [ k] -~]) (2.120) 
b[n+l] = l~1·-·~r t, 1•-•[s.:[klk]z,[kJ 
-~] (2.121) 
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n 
1 
n-k (t lb-k[zi[k]- 2w[klk]z2[k] + ~[klk]] 
Lk;llb k;l 
- bT[n + 1] E 1b'-k [sr[klk]z2[k]-~]) .(2.122) 
These equations can be expressed in terms of the following recursively computable quan-
tities: 
n~ 
Rn[n] = I: ,;-ksp-I[k- llkJsJ_1[k- llk] 
k;l 
= ---------------
i.sRn[n-1] + sp_t[n-1ln]sJ_Ifn-1ln] (2.123) 
R12[n] = t,;-k~ 
k=l 
= /.sR12[n-1] + ~ (2.124) 
n 
R22[n] = I: ,;-k ,;2[klk] = /.sR22[n-1] + ,;2[nln] (2.125) 
k=I 
Qu[n] = 
n I: ~~-k~[kik] = /wQu[n-1] + ~[nln] (2.126) 
k= l 
n 
--------
An[n] = I: ,:-kwq[klkJw;[klk] 
k=l 
--------= iaAn[n-1] + wq[nlnJw;[nln] (2.127) 
A12[n] = E ,:-• ( W,[k[k[z1[k[ -~) 
= /aA12[n-1] + w9[nln]zi[n]-~ (2 .128) 
n 
A22[n] = I: ,:- k(zi[k] - 2Slklk]zt[k] + ,;2[klk]) 
k= l 
= /aA22[n-1] + zi[n]- 2Slnln]zl[n] + ,;2[nln] (2.129) 
n -------- -------Bu[n] = 2:: lb-k sr[kik]s;!"[kik] = /bBn[n-1] + sr[nln]s;!"[nln] (2.130) 
k=I 
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B12[n) = ~ Jb-k ( sr[klk)z2[k)-~) 
/bB12[n-1) + sr[nln)z2[n) -~ 
n I: 1&-k(zi[k]- 2w[klk)z2[k) + ~[klk]) 
k=l 
/bB22[n-1) + zi[n] - 2w[nln)z2[n) + ~[nln). 
(2.131) 
(2.132) 
Using the quantities defined in Eqs. (2.123) through (2.132) to rewrite Eqs. (2.116) 
through (2.122) gives 
a [n + 1] = - R111 [n]R12[n] 
g,[n + 1] : = ~; ( R22[n) +a T[n + 1)R12[nJ) (2.133) 
9w[n + 1] 1-! 1 : Qu[n] 
-!w 
(2.134) 
a[n + 1] = A111 [n]A12[n] 
9t[n + 1] = 
1 
-!a. ( A22[n)- aT[n + 1)A12[nJ) 
1-!~ . (2.135) 
b[n + 1] B111 [n]B12[n] 
g2[n] 1 -!b ( ~T ) n B22[n)- b [n + 1]B12[n] . 1 - lb (2.136) 
Note that the recursive updates themselves require no matrix inverses, though the actual 
parameter estimates do. This can be exploited for computational savings by updating the 
recursively computed quantities with each new data sample, but only intermittently using 
these quantities to calculate new parameter estimates. In actual experiments, the parameter 
estimates vary slowly enough that this strategy can be employed without significant loss of 
accuracy. 
As a final observation, note that a, a, and b should be computed before the other 
parameters, as the other parameter estimate equations depend on these quantities. 
The Sequential Form of the Gradient-Based M-step 
The gradient-based parameter estimation equations can also be converted to be causal and 
recursively-computable using the same strategy as used in the previous section for the exact 
solution parameter estimation equations. Again, iteration indices are replaced with time 
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indices. However, in this version of theM-step, the sums over the entire observation interval 
are replaced with the current estimate of the summand, rather than the weighted sums used 
above. Following this strategy gives 
ii[n+1] = ii[nJ - g~[nJ [~ 
+ ~ii[n]] (2.137) 
9,[n+ 1] = (1 - ~) g,[n] + ~ · [_;;[nln] +2&T[n]~ 
+iiT[n]~ii[n]] (2.138) 
9w(n + 1] = ( 1 - 8;) 9w[n] + 8; ~(nj n] (2.139) 
a[n + 1] = a[n] + g:[n] [wq[nln]zt[n]-~ 
-~ii[n]] (2.140) 
9t[n + 1] ( 81) ~ 81 [ 2 ~ = 1 - 2 9t[n] + 2 z1 [n] - 2z1[n]S(njn] + s2[nln] 
- 2aT[n]wq[nln]zt[n] + 2aT(n]~ 
+iiT[n]~ii[n]] (2.141) 
b[n + 1] ~ fib [ ~ -----------~ l = b[n} + 92[n} sr[nin}z2(n] - sr[nin}w[ninJ - sr[nin}s;!"[nln} b[n] (2.142) 
= ( 1 - ~) g2[n] + ~ [ zi[n] - 2z2[n]w[nin] + ~[nln] 
- 2bT(n]sr(n!n]z2(n] + 2bT(n]~ 
~ -----------~ l + b T(n]sr(nln]s;!"[njn] b(n] . (2.143) 
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Chapter 3 
Low Order Simulation 
This chapter describes a simulation using synthetically generated data which conforms to 
the assumptions made by the algorithm. This experiment also provides a rough benchmark 
or calibration point indicating how well the algorithm can be expected to perform in a 
"best-case" situation. 
3.1 Simulation Results 
The desired signal was generated by a second order autoregressive process driven by white 
noise. The poles of the AR filter were at z = 0.9e±i7r/4 , and the driving noise had a variance 
of 100. The resulting desired signal s(n] is shown in Figure 3-1. The figure shows the samples 
of the discrete-time data connected by straight lines. The coupling filters were ninth order 
FIR filters. The impulse responses a(n] and b(n] were samples of exponentially-damped 
sinusoids. The impulse responses and their corresponding frequency responses are shown in 
Figures 3-2 through 3-5. 
The corrupting noise w(n] was white, Gaussian, noise independent of the noise driving 
the AR filter. The noise process generating w[n] was zero-mean with a variance of 1984. 
This value of the variance assured that the signal-to-noise ratio measured at z1[n] was 0 
dB. This SNR value was obtained using the following formula: 
SNR = 10 log1o n=l (3.1) N 
2)z1 [n]- s(n])2 
n=l 
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Figure 3-4: Impulse Response b[n] 
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The SNR measured at the secondary sensor, z2 [n), was roughly -6 dB. This value was 
obtained by using the formula in Eq. (3.1), except zl[n] was replaced by z2 [n] . 
The incremental noise sources e1 [n) and e2 [n) were Gaussian, white, independent, and 
zero-mean with variance 0.0625. The sensor values shown in Figures 3-6 and 3-7 were 
created using these signals and Eqs. (2.19) and (2.20). These discrete-time samples were 
also connected by straight lines to avoid overly cluttered plots. 
Though it is not explicitly mentioned in [TR 532], Feder found that his noncausal algo-
rithm did not converge if both the coupling filters were estimated. Preliminary investigations 
on the algorithm described in the last chapter encountered the same problem. Consequently, 
the impulse response of only one of the coupling filters a[n), the AR coefficients a[n], and 
variance of the driving noise, 9s, were estimated in the experiments described in this thesis. 
The impulse.response b[n], and the variances 9w, 9I. and g2 , were assumed to be known and 
held fixed. 
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Preliminary investigations also revealed that the algorithm adapted very slowly to the 
values of a[n] if it had no prior information, i.e., if all the coefficients initially started at 
zero. Again, though not mentioned explicitly, this difficulty was also encountered in the 
work done for [TR 532]. To avoid this problem the coefficients were initialized with a least-
squares estimate based on an initial block of the sensor data using the system model shown 
in Figure 1-1. This gave an initial estimate of the value of a[n] in the rough neighborhood 
of the true value. 
The final issue addressed in preparing for the simulation was the initial conditions for the 
state vector and covariance matrix for the Kalman filter. The EM algorithm was started 
from sample no, where no= max(q, r) + 2. The top part of the state vector, sr[no- 1], 
was initially set to be z1[no- r- 1], ... , z1[no- 1], and similarly w 9[no- 1] was set to be 
z2 [n0 - q- 1], ... , z2 [n0 - 1]. The first q + 1 diagonal elements of the covariance matrix 
were set to be the initial estimate of g3 , and the remaining r + 1 diagonal elements were set 
to be 9w· All state variables were initially assumed to be uncorrelated, so all the off-diagonal 
elements of the covariance matrix were started at zero. It was assumed that crude a priori 
knowledge about g3 was available. When the precise solution M-step was used, the initial 
guess of g3 didn't need to be particularly accurate, as the estimate adapted quite nicely. 
Running the algorithm on the data from Section 3.1 resulted in approximately 19 dB 
enhancement in terms of signal-to-error ratio (SER). Signal-to-error ratio was calculated 
using the following formula: 
N 
L (s[nJ? 
SER = 10 log10 
n=no (3.2) N L (s[n]- S{n])2 
n=no 
where S{n] was the estimate produced by the algorithm of the desired signal. As shown in 
Figure 3-8, this estimated signal tracked the true signal closely. 
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Figure 3-8: Actual(solid) and Estimated(dashed) AR Signal 
As noted earlier, the EM algorithm is intended for parameter estimation. The accurate 
state estimates in the E-step should result in accurate parameter estimates , too. Figure 3-9 
shows the close fit between the estimated filter coefficients and the actual values . Figure 
3-10 plots the time profile of the estimate of g $, and Figure 3-11 shows the time profile 
of the estimates of the AR parameters of the driving process. In the latter two plots, the 
· solid lines indicate the actual values, and although there was some wavering, it can be seen 
the estimates ultimately converged on the true values. In the case of the AR parameters, 
the convergence was fairly fast. Once again, both these graphs actually plot the discrete 
samples connected by straight lines. 
Given the evidence that the algorithm worked under favorable conditions, it was next 
evaluated on a more challenging and realistic data set as described in the next chapter. 
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Chapter 4 
Speech in Simulated Room 
Acoustics 
This chapter describes a more interesting and potentially more practical application of the 
signal enhancement algorithm. In this experiment speech data corrupted with white noise 
was used. The coupling filters were simulated room impulse responses. The performance of 
the algorithm described in Chapter 2 is compared against the performance of the noncausal 
algorithm described in [TR 532] using the same data. 
4.1 Simulation Results 
For this experiment, the desired signal s[n] was the spoken sentence "He has the bluest 
eyes ." A plot of this signal is shown in Figure 4-1. In all the plots in this chapter and 
the next, discrete-time samples are connected by straight line to avoid undue clutter in the 
figures. The corrupting noise w[n] was white, independent, and Gaussian. In addition, 9w 
was .set such that the SNR measured at z1 [n] was 0 dB. The SNR at the secondary sensor 
z2[n] fell far below that, at roughly -26 dB SNR. 
The cross-coupling filters A and B were derived from the simulated room acoustics im-
pulse responses used in [TR 532]. The experiment described in [TR 532] used 255th order 
FIR filters, but for computational reasons the experiment described here used 127th order 
filters derived from the 255th order filters by frequency sampling. This gave a close approx-
imation to the same frequency response for the room acoustics. The impulse responses a[n] 
and b[n], along with their frequency responses , are shown in Figures 4-2 through 4-5. 
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The variances 91 and 92 were set to be 100, far below 9~ and 9w, and e1[n] and e2[n] 
were white, Gaussian, and independent of all other noise processes. The synthetic sensor 
data zt[n] and z2[n] were generated according to Eqs. (2.17) and (2.18). One segment of 
the data is shown in Figures 4-6 and 4-7. Figure 4-8 shows the original uncorrupted speech 
for the same segment, as a basis for comparison. 
The experiment essentially followed the same procedure described in Section 3.1. The 
initial state vector values were taken directly from the sensors, and the initial covariance 
matrix values were set to be zero off the diagonal and g~ and 9w on the diagonal. The only 
parameters actually estimated were the coefficients of a[n], the AR parameters a[n], and 
9~· All the other parameters were assumed to be known and held fixed. The exact solution 
parameter estimates were used for theM-step, and the estimate of a[n] was initialized using 
a least-squares fit. 
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Using actual speech as the desired signal s[n] added a.n additional consideration, as it was 
no longer known a. priori what order autoregressive model to use for s[n]. In general, speech 
is thought to be well-modeled by a. lOth to 14th order AR process [RS 78]. However, prelimi-
nary experimentation with various orders in this algorithm indicated high-order AR models 
such as these tended to generate unstable or inaccurate estimates. The work presented in 
(TR 532] also encountered this difficulty. Because of this, a. second-order AR process wa.s 
used for the model of s[n], i.e., p = 2. Although this is gross under-parameterization of 
s[n], the algorithm still performed significant enhancement. This implies that the essential 
requirement for good enhancement is a.n accurate estimate of the impulse response a[n], 
a.nd the model for s[n] is much less important. 
Applying the algorithm to the data. created as described above resulted in about 23 
dB of enhancement in terms of SER, calculated using Eq. (3.2). As shown in Figure 4-9, 
the enhanced signal tracks the actual speech signal for the same segment shown earlier in 
Figures 4-6 a.nd 4-7, even during the transition in the signal a.t the end of the segment 
shown. Figures 4-12 and 4-13 show the error a.nd speech signal plotted adjacent to each 
other. There a.ppea.rs to be no gross correlation between the error a.nd the signal being 
estimated .. 
The algorithm also generated a.n accurate estimate of the filter coefficients. Figure 4-10 
shows the estimated impulse response of a[n] plotted against the actual impulse response 
used to create the data, while Figure 4-11 shows the frequency response magnitude IA(eiw)i 
for both the estimated a.nd actual filter . In both graphs, it ca.n be seen that the estimate 
agrees closely with the true value in most places. The estimate of the driving variance for 
g~ also a.ppea.rs to work well. Figure 4-14 shows a. time profile of the estimated value of g~, 
with the actual signal s[n] plotted directly below on the same time scale. It is clear that 
the estimate of 9s tracks the envelope of the speech accurately. 
In addition to the absolute performance measurements for this experiment, the perfor-
mance of the algorithm relative to the algorithm described in [TR 532] is of interest, as 
this will give some indication of the performance cost paid for using a. causal, sequential 
algorithm, contrasted with a. nonca.usa.l, iterative, block algorithm. Running the nonca.usal 
algorithm of (TR 532] on the same data. set described earlier in this chapter gave 28 dB 
enhancement, calculated using the equation for SER given by Eq. (3.2). Consequently, 
5 dB of performance was sacrificed in making the algorithm causal a.nd sequential. 
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Figure 4-15 shows the signal estimate generated by the noncausal algorithm, along with 
the actual signal value for the same time segment as shown in Figures 4-6 and 4-7. Again, 
the estimate is very accurate, as the SER measurement indicated it would be. 
While the causal algorithm does not equal the performance of the noncausal algorithm, 
it does attain a high level of enhancement. The computational power required to run 
either algorithm in real time greatly exceeds that currently commonly available. For this 
reason , modifications of the algorithm reducing the computational complexity are very 
desirable, so long as they still provide a satisfactory level of enhancement. The next chapter 
describes an experiment examining the performance of the gradient-based algorithm, which 
is computationally simpler that either of the algorithms examined in this chapter. 
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Chapter 5 
Speech Enhancement Using the 
Gradient-Based Algorithm 
This chapter describes an experiment focusing on the performance tradeoff involved in 
using the gradient-based M-step on the data set from the last chapter. The fact that this 
algorithm is computationally cheaper and simpler makes it attractive, but it is important 
to understand the performance cost paid for these benefits. 
5.1 Simulation Results 
The experiment described in this chapter used exactly the same data set as in the previous 
chapter, i.e., the speech signal "He has the bluest eyes" was the desired signal, the corrupting 
noise was white and Gaussian, and the coupling filters were the simulated room impulse 
responses. 
Once again, only a, a, and 93 were estimated. The Kalman state vector was started with 
sensor values, and the covariance matrix with zeros expect for initial variance estimates on 
the diagonal. However, the initial estimates for a were not a least-squares fit , but instead 
zero, indicating no prior knowledge about the coefficient values. Lastly, s[n] was again 
modeled using a second order AR process. 
For 127th order filters, the gradient-based M-step only required 2% of the floating point 
operations that the precise solution M-step needed. 
The gradient-based M-step adapted to much more accurate estimates of the filter coeffi-
cients than the precise solution M-step did without prior information. Starting from zero, as 
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Figure 5-1: Time Profile of Prominent Coefficients of a[n] 
noted above, it obtained accurate estimates in roughly 2000 data points, which corresponds 
to about one-fifth of a second for the 10KHz sampling frequency used for the data. Figure 
5-1 shows the time profile of the estimates for the two largest coefficients. In this figure, 
it can be seen that the estimates converged to the neighborhood of their true values fairly 
quickly. The solid lines indicate the true values, while the dashed lines are the estimated 
values. The gradient-based M-step produced accurate final estimates of the whole impulse 
response as well, as shown in Figure 5-2 
Looking at the actual signal estimates, they are not as accurate as those given by the 
M-step that precisely solved the estimated likelihood function. Figure 5-3 shows the signal 
estimate of the gradient-based algorithm for the same segment shown in Figure 4-9. While 
the estimate generally had roughly the right shape, it had difficulty adapting during the 
transition at the end of the segment. Figure 5-4 plots the error signal and speech signal. 
Unlike Figure 4-12, the error tended to grow larger during transition periods of the signal. 
Using Eq. (3.2) to calculate the overall signal-to-error ratio gives a value of 8 dB . However, 
this number is slightly misleading. Consider Figure 5-5, which shows a time profile of SER 
of enhancement. The value at any time point is the SER calculated over the last 100 samples 
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using the following formula: 
(5.1) SER(n] = 10 log10 k=n-99 n L: (s[k]- $lk])2 
k=n-99 
Figure 5-5 also shows the desired signal to facilitate correlation of the performance against 
the signal being estimated. From this, it is clear that the places the algorithm did worst 
were during the silence periods, and transitions into and out of the silence periods. During 
the voiced segments, the algorithm usually performed better than 10 dB enhancement, 
and occasionally approached 20 dB of SER during some of the more stationary voiced 
segments. In qualitatively listening to the estimate, the improvement was quite noticeable 
when compared against the original sensor data. The background noise carne .up quite a 
bit between words, but the actual words came through clearly. However, the estimate does 
not sound as good as the estimate obtained using the exact solution M-step. 
Looking closely again at Figure 5-1, and correlating against the desired signal, it is clear 
that the estimates wavered noticeably during several of the transition periods of s[n], most 
noticeably around n = 17,000- 18,000. This suggests that perhaps the estimate of a 
made by the algorithm was more sensitive to the nonstationarities than the estimate of 9s· 
Originally, the step sizes were chosen such that the estimates would converge reasonably 
quickly on the correct values, but still remain reasonably stable once getting there. The 
behavior of the estimate of a indicates perhaps 6,, the step size for g, should be made 
larger relative to 8a, the step size for a. If it is assumed in advance that the filter is time-
invariant, but the signal is time-varying, the step sizes should be set up so the estimates 
of the signal parameters are more likely to adapt to non-stationarities than the estimate of 
the filter impulse response is. 
In summary, the gradient-based algorithm gives significant enhancement at much lower 
computational cost, though it does not equal the performance of the precise solution M-
step. However, the gradient-based algorithm adapts much better when starting from no 
prior information about the filter coefficients. 
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Chapter 6 
Conclusions and Future Directions 
This chapter recaps the results of the thesis and suggests directions or topics for further 
investigation based on the work done here. 
6.1 Conclusions 
The most important result was the empirical verification that the algorithm at least works 
for favorable data sets. As no theoretical proofs of convergence existed for the sequential, 
causal form of the algorithm, this assurance that it actually performed signal enhancement 
was crucial. 
Next, the desired signal was changed from a stationary AR signal to speech. Also 
the simplistic coupling filters were replaced with relatively long simulated room impulse 
responses. The algorithm still worked under well under these conditions, though the per-
formance was found to be about 5 dB below the performance of the noncausal, iterative, 
block algorithm described in [TR 532] on the same data. 
Finally, the gradient-based algorithm was tested on the speech with the same simulated 
room acoustics. It was found that while it was roughly fifty times cheaper, computationally 
speaking, the gradient-based M-step did not perform as well as the algorithm using the 
precise solution M-step. It did fairly well during the actual voiced sections of the signal, 
but the perfomance fell off badly during the silent sections. It was also discovered that the 
gradient-based algorithm adapted much better from initial conditions assuming no prior 
information about the filter coefficients. 
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6.2 Future Directions 
One perplexing unanswered question is why the algorithm cannot estimate both filters 
simultaneously, but needs to have one filter known and held fixed. Very preliminary in-
conclusive results suggest the gradient-based algorithm may solve this. It is possible one 
filter may need to "lock on" before the other converges, and it may just take a long time 
for that first filter to converge. Perhaps letting the algorithm run longer than any of the 
experiments described in this thesis would allow that to happen. 
Another issue to be examined is the SNR threshold at which this enhancement algorithm 
stops working. In general, enhancement algorithms often perform reasonably well until 
the SNR measured at the sensors goes below some threshold, at which point they fail 
catastrophically. A determination of this threshold and comparison against the boundary 
for other algorithms would be interesting. 
The issue of more sophisticated strategies for choosing and modifying the step sizes 
for the gradient-based algorithm is also an open question. As seen in Chapter 5, the 
signal parameters should be more sensitive to nonstationarities than the filter coefficients. 
Alternatively, a crude silence detection algorithm based on power could be used to determine 
step size, and greatly decrease all the step sizes during silent sections. 
Preliminary experiments using colored noise as the corrupting noise, w[n], have indicated 
this algorithm may not be useful for enhancement when the noise fails to meet the whiteness 
assumption. Specifically, the noise used was aircraft noise from F15 and King Air jets, 
recorded in the cockpit. Both of these are fairly narrow-band noises. In general, narrow-
band noise can lend itself well to cancellation or enhancement algorithms, but appears to 
cause the one discussed in this t hesis considerable difficulty. However, modifications of 
the algorithm for this problem are conceivable, and could perhaps give practically useful 
enhancement algorithms for colored corrupting noises . 
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Appendix A 
Matlab Program Listing 
% remtest.m 
% John Buck 
% 6/27/90 
% script to run the time-adaptive em algorithm using efficient 
% Kalman smoothing and recursively-implemented m step. this 
% version of the script is designed for remote runs overnight 
% from whoi, so it should be fed into matlab on the command 
% line after changing the filenames in the initial string 
% variables for the input and output. 
% filename variables 
% infile should be the pathname of the input data 
% outfile should be the pathname of the file where matlab 
% will save all relevant variables (ie parameters and signal 
% estimates) when it finishes 
infile = '/fs/THP/rosencra/z128.mat' 
outfile = '/fs/THP/rosencra/oct11e1.mat' 
global z1; 
global z2; 
% fetch microphone signals from saved variables 
rem_get_mi.ltes(infile); 
% initialize the myriad parameters 
[a,q,b , r , alpha,p,x ,xxt,P,g1,g2,gs,gw,gamma1,gamma2,gammas, .. . 
gammaw,t_stop]= rem_init; 
% the following section is needed for the precise solution 
% m-step, but not for the gradient algorithm 
% initialize state variables for recursive algorithm 
%A = zeros(p,p); 
%B = zeros(p,1); 
%C = zeros(q+1,q+1); 
Y~ = zeros(q+1,1); 
%E = zeros(r+1,r+1); 
%F = zeros(r+1,1); 
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XG = 0; 
XH = o; 
XJ = 0; 
X find start time 
t_start = max(r,q)+2; 
X start monster iteration 
for t=t_start:t_stop 
z = [z1(t) ;z2(t)] ; 
X s ignal estimation step 
[x,P] = effestep(x,P,z,p , r,q,alpha ,a,b,gs,gw,g1,g2); 
X gradient based estimation 
[alpha,gs,gw , a,g1,b,g2] = gradest(x,P , alpha,0 .0001,gs , 0.0001, . . . 
gw,0 . 0001,a,0 . 001,g1,z , 0 . 0001,b ,0.0001 , g2 ,0.0001,p , q,r); 
X the following is the prec ise solution m-step. 
X [A,B,alpha , C,D,a , E,F , b,gw,G,gs,H ,g1,J ,g2] = ... 
X recmax(A,B,gammas , r , p , C,D,x ,P ,gamma1,q,z,E,F,gamma2,gw ,gammaw, . .. 
X t-t_start+1,G,H,J,alpha,a,b,g1) ; 
X save all current values to we can look at time profiles of things . 
X this version assumes g1 and g2 are not running free , but fixed 
X at their true values . 
X save one in ten values of a, alpha, gs 
i f (rem(t- t _start,100) == 0) 
gs_t(((t-t_start ) /10)+1) = gs ; 
a_t ( :,((t-t_start) / 10)+1 ) =a ; 
alpha_t( : ,((t- t _start)/10)+1) =alpha; 
end 
X save current sample for speech . ie s(t ) 
speech(t-t_start+1) = x(r+1 , 1); 
X repeat ad nauseum 
end 
g1_t = 0 ; 
g2_t = 0 ; 
gv_t = 0 ; 
b_t = 0; 
save_results(outfile,speech,a ,b,alpha,gs,gw,a_t,alpha_t,gs_t,gw_t,g1_t,g2_t,b_t) ; 
'done' 
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function [x ,P] = effestep(x,P,z,p,r,q,alpha,a,b,gs,gv,g1,g2) 
% EFFESTEP Jigsav puzzle style efficient e step 
% assumes r>p 
% this implements the kalman filter taking advantage of the 
% sparse state-space propagation matrix 
% Propagation 
x(l:r) = x(2:r+1); 
x(r+2:r+q+2) = [x(r+3 :r+q+2);0]; 
x(r+l) = -alpha' •x(r-p+l:r); 
P(l:r,l:r) = P(2:r+1,2:r+1); 
P(1:r,r+2:r+q+1) = P(2:r+1,r+3:r+q+2); 
P(r+2:r+q+1,1:r) = P(1:r,r+2:r+q+1)'; 
P(r+2:r+q+1,r+2:r+q+1) = P(r+3:r+q+2,r+3:r+q+2); 
P(1:r+q+1,r+q+2) = zeros(r+q+1,1); 
P(r+q+2,1:r+q+1) = zeros(1,r+q+1); 
P(r+q+2,r+q+2) = gv; 
P(l:r , r+l) = -P(1:r,r-p+1:r)•alpha; 
P(r+1,1:r) = P(1 :r,r+1)'; 
P(r+1,r+1) = alpha'•P(r-p+l:r,r-p+l:r)•alpha+gs; 
P(r+1,r+2:r+q+1) = -alpha'•P(r-p+1:r,r+2:r+q+1); 
P(r+2:r+q+1,r+1) = P(r+1,r+2:r+q+1)'; 
% Up-dating Equations 
% make gains first 
v11 = a(1:q)'*P(r+2:r+q+1,r+2:r+q+1)•a(1:q) .. . 
-2•a( 1:q)'•P(r-p+1:r,r+2:r+q+1)'•alpha .. . 
+alpha'•P(r-p+l:r,r-p+l:r)•alpha+ ... 
gs+a(q+l)•a(q+l)•gv + gl; 
v22 = b(1:r)'•P(1:r,1:r)•b(1:r) ... 
-2•b(r+1)•b(1:r)'•P(1:r,r-p+1:r)•alpha + 
b(r+1)•b(r+1)•(alpha'•P(r-p+1:r,r-p+1:r)•alpha+gs) + gv + g2; 
v12 = a(1:q)'•P(1:r,r+2:r+q+1)'•b(1:r) ... 
-b(r+1)•a(1:q)'•P(r-p+1:r,r+2:r+q+1)'•alpha ... 
-b(1:r)'•P(1:r,r-p+1:r)•alpha+ ... 
b(r+1)•(alpha'•P(r-p+1:r,r-p+1:r)•alpha+gs)+a(q+1)•gw; 
W = [w11,w12;v12,w22]; 
Q(1:r,1:2) = [-P(1:r,r-p+1 :r)•alpha+P(1:r,r+2:r+q+1)•a(1:q), ... 
P(1 :r,1:r)•b(1:r)-P(1:r,r-p+1:r)•alpha•b(r+1)]; 
Q(r+1,1:2) = [alpha'•P(r-p+1:r,r-p+1:r)•alpha+gs- ... 
alpha'•P(r-p+1:r,r+2:r+q+1)•a(1:q),-alpha'•P(1:r,r-p+1:r)'•b(1:r)+ . .. 
b(r+l)•(alpha'•P(r-p+l:r,r-p+l:r)•alpha+gs) ]; 
Q(r+2:r+q+1,1:2) = [-P(r-p+1:r,r+2:r+q+1)'•alpha+ ... 
P(r+2:r+q+1,r+2:r+q+1)•a(1:q), ... 
P(1:r,r+2:r+q+1)'•b(1:r)-P(r-p+1:r,r+2:r+q+1)'•alpha•b(r+1)]; 
Q(r+q+2,1:2) = [a(q+l)•gw,gw] ; 
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K = Q•inv(W); 
%nev estimates 
p = p - K•Q'; 
x = x+K•[z(1)+alpha'•x(r-p+1:r)-a(1:q)'*x(r+2:r+q+1); ... 
z(2)+b(r+1)*alpha'•x(r-p+1:r)-b(1:r)'•x(1:r)]; 
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function [nevalpha, nevgs, nevgv, neva, nevgl, nevb, nevg2] = .. . 
gradest(x,P,alpha,delalpha,gs,dels,gv,delv,a,dela,gl,z,dell, .. . 
b,delb,g2,del2,p,q,r) 
% GRADEST This function implements Udi's equations for the gradient based 
% parameter estimation in the tvo microphone case. 
% it uses intermediate variables such as sps, spspalpha 
% to mi nimize computation 
% note: several lines are commented out as they vere for quantities 
% not est i mated in the experiments in the thesis 
sps = x(r- p+1:r)•x(r+1)+P(r-p+l:r,r+1); 
spspalpha = (x(r-p+l:r)•x(r-p+l:r)'+P(r-p+l:r,r-p+l:r))•alpha; 
nevalpha =alpha- (delalpha/gs)•(sps+spspalpha); 
nevgs = (1-dels/2)•gs + (dels/2)•(x(r+1)-2+P(r+l,r+1)+ ... 
2•al pha'*sps+alpha'•spspalpha); 
%nevgv = (1-delv/2)•gv+(delv/2)•(x(r+q+2)-2+P(r+q+2,r+q+2)); 
vqzl = x(r+2:r+q+2)•z(1); 
vqs = (x(r+2:r+q+2)•x(r+1)+P(r+2:r+q+2,r+1)); 
vqvqa = (x(r+2:r+q+2)•x(r+2:r+q+2)'+P(r+2:r+q+2,r+2:r+q+2))•a; 
neva= a+(dela/g1)•(vqz1-vqs-vqvqa); 
Y~evgl = (1-del1/2)*gl + (del1/2)•(z(1)-2- 2•z(1)•x(r+1)+ ... 
% x(r+1)-2+P(r+1,r+1)-2*a'*vqz1+2*a'•vqs+a'*vqvqa); 
%srz2 = x(l:r+1)•z(2); 
%srv = x(l:r+l)•x(r+q+2)+P(1:r+l,r+q+2); 
%srsrb = (x(1:r+l)*x(1:r+l)'+P(l:r+1,1:r+l))•b; 
%nevb = b+(delb/g2)•(srz2-srv-srsrb); 
Y~evg2 = (1-delb/2)*g2+(del2/2)•(z(2)-2-2*z(2)•x(r+q+2)+x(r+q+2)-2+ ... 
% P(r+q+2,r+q+2)-2*b'•srz2+2*b'•srv+b'•srsrb); 
nevgv = gv; 
nevg1 = gl; 
nevg2 = g2; 
nevb = b; 
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function [nev! ,nevB,nevalpha,nevC ,newD,newa,nevE,newF,nevb,nevgv, .. . 
nevG,nevgs,nevH,nevg1,nevJ,newg2] .. . 
= recmax(A,B,gammas,r,p,C,D,x,P,gamma1,q,z,E,F,gamma2,gw,gammaw,t,G, ... 
H,J,alpha,a,b,g1) 
% RECMAX does max-likelihood estimation using recursively 
% updated state variables 
% this file contains the equations for the precise solution m-step. 
% several lines involving quantities not estimated are included. 
nevA= gammas•A + x(r-p+1:r)•x(r-p+1 :r) ' +P(r-p+1:r,r-p+1:r); 
nevB = gammas•B + x(r-p+1 :r)•x(r+1)+P(r-p+1:r,r+1); 
newalpha = - inv(nevA) * newB; 
neve 
nevD 
neva 
= 
= 
= 
gamma1*C + x(r+2:r+q+2)•x(r+2:r+q+2)'+P(r+2:r+q+2,r+2 :r+q+2); 
gamma1*D+z(1)•x(r+2 :r+q+2)-x(r+2:r+q+2)•x(r+1)-P(r+2:r+q+2,r+1 ) ; 
inv(newC) • newD; 
i'.nevE = gamma2•E + xxt(1:r+1,1:r+1); 
i'.nevF = 
i'.nevb = 
gamma2*F + z(2)•x(1:r+1)-x(1:r+1)•x(r+q+2)+P(1:r+1,r+q+2); 
inv(nevE) * nevF; 
%nevb = nevb(10:-1:1)'; 
nevb = b; 
%if (gammav==1) 
% nevgv = (gv•(t-1) + x(r+q+2)•x(r+q+2)+P(r+q+2,r+q+2)) / t; 
%else 
% gammavtot = gammav-t; 
% nevgv = (gv•(gammav-gammavtot)+(1-gammaw)• . . . 
% x(r+q+2)•x(r+q+2)+P(r+q+2,r+q+2))/(1-gammavtot); 
%end 
nevgv = gv; 
nevG = gammas•G+x(r+1)•x(r+1)+P(r+1 , r+1); 
if (gammas==1) 
nevgs = (nevG+nevalpha'•nevB) / t; 
else 
nevgs = (1-gammas)•(nevG+newalpha'•newB) / (1-gammas-t); 
end 
%decay g1 and g2 assuming estimates will grow more accurate 
%if (t<=1000) 
% nevg1 = 2002000-t•2000; 
%else 
% nevg1 = g1; 
%end 
nevg1 = g1; 
nevg2 = nevg1; 
i',nevH = gamma1•H+z(1)•z(1)-2•x(r+1)•z(1)+x(r+1)•x(r+1)+P(r+1,r+1 ) ; 
%nevg1 = newH-neva'•newD; 
%if (gamma1==1) 
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% nevg1 = nevg1/t; 
%else 
% nevg1 = (1-gamma1)•nevg1/(1-gamma1~t); 
%end 
% 
r~evJ = gamma2•J+z(2)*z(2)-2*x(r+q+2)*z(2)+x(r+q+2)•x(r+q+2)+P(r+q+2,r+q+2); 
%nevg2 = nevJ - nevb'*nevF; 
%it (gamma2==1) 
% nevg2 = nevg2/ t; 
%else 
% nevg2 = (1-gamma2)•nevg2/(1-gamma2~t); 
%end 
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function rem_get_mikes(mikefile) 
Y. REM_GET_MIKES reads the inputs for from mikefile for the em algorithm 
mikefilel = length(mikefile); 
loadcom = 'load'; 
loadcom(6:6+mikefilel-1) = mikefile; 
eval(loadcom); 
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function [a,q,b,r,alpha,p,x,xxt ,P,g1,g2,gs,gw ,delta1,delta2,gammas, ... 
gammaw,t_stop]= rem_init 
Y. IIIT_PARAMS Initializes the monster list of parameters for 
Y. the E-M algorithms, where z1 and z2 are the 
Y. signals from the two microphones . 
Y. Udi suggests using the first r+1 values from mike 1 as the initial 
Y. guess at the speech, and the first q+1 from mike 2 as the initial 
Y. guess for the noise. 
Y. use widrow-like lms to get initial a and alpha 
I = 300; 
q = 127; 
for (i=1:q+1) 
yy2(: , i) = [zeros(1,q+1-i),z2(1 :H+i-q-1)]'; 
end 
a= yy2\(z1(1 : H)' ) 
clear yy2 
p = 2; 
for (i=1:Jf+p-1 ) 
if (i<(q+1)) 
shat(i) = z1(i)-a'•([zeros ( 1 , q+1-i) ,z2(1:i )] ' ); 
else 
shat(i) = z1(i)-a'•(z2(i-q:i)' ) ; 
end 
end 
size(shat) 
for i = 1:p 
ss2(:,i) = shat(p+1-i : l-i)' ; 
end 
alpha= ss2\ (shat(p+1:1)'); 
clear ss2 
clear shat 
%need to reverse and negate alphas to match udi 
alpha= -alpha(p: - 1:1) 
q = length(a)-1; 
a= a(q+1:-1 : 1) ' ; 
load b128 
r = length(b)-1 ; 
b = b(r+l:-1 : 1) ' 
g1 = 100 ; 
g2 = 100; 
gs = 1e6; 
gw = 1.667e8; 
P=[gs•eye(r+l),zeros(r+1,q+1 ); zeros (q+1 , r+1 ), gw•eye(q+1)]; 
x = [z1(1:r+1 ) , z2(1:q+1)] ' ; 
xxt = x•x' ; 
xxt = xxt+P; 
delta= 0.995; 
deltal = delta; 
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delta2 = delta; 
gammas = 0 . 996; 
gammaw = 0.996; 
t _stop = length(zl); 
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function save_results(outfile,speech,a,b,alpha ,gs,gv,a_t,alpha_t,gs_t,gw_t, . .. 
g1_t , g2_t,b_t) 
outfilel = length(outfile ); 
savecom = ['save ',outfile,' speech a b alpha gs gw a_t alpha_t gs_t ... 
g1_t g2_t gw_t b_t']; 
eval(savecom) 
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